Teaching Philosophy & Services Offered

Teaching Philosophy
Get to know your student,
Listen to their goals,
Dissect the problem,
Discuss a solution,
Practice with a purpose,
Play more golf, &
Have more fun.

Services Offered






Individual Private Lesson 45 minutes - $60
o Package of 3 - $150
Playing Lesson – 9 holes, or 2 hours whichever comes first - $120
Group Lessons – (up to 3) Split the individual lesson fee.
Junior Lessons – (under 17) 30 minutes - $30
o Package of 3 - $75
Clinics – (4 and up)

If you have any questions or cannot find exactly what you are looking for, please
call the golf shop. I would be happy to tailor a lesson to fit your needs.
Now is the time to set up a plan to make golf a lifelong friend!

TESTIMONIALS
“I recently attended an instructional clinic (putting) presented by Michael Morschauser, I was
very pleased with Michael's teaching style. He was professional, very time efficient and
presented the techniques in an easy to understand way. The class size was small so Michael
could spent time with each student. I walked away pleased and felt I had a good base to build
from, now it's up to me”
David M
“I've found the clinics to be very helpful. Michael's a very clear and positive instructor and
gives helpful tips”.
Chris K
“I couldn't make the clinic and Michael was kind enough to suggest we pick a date so I can still
learn how to read the greens.
I did hear at our league meeting last night that it was fabulous. I even heard that 3 of the men
who took it raved about it.”
Nan S
“I've taken two clinics now with Michael and have nothing but high praise for this
experience. These are the reasons I've been recommending additional clinics to others at the
course and among my golfing friends from elsewhere:
+ Michael is very clear in his descriptions and modeling; it's easy to see and hear what he is
teaching.
+ Each participant gets personal feedback and he is very positive and encouraging even
while correcting for mistakes or poor habits!
+ He is very patient and even in his approach with each participant.
+ Offers to borrow his equipment for practice are much appreciated, as he insures we know
that it is practice of the new learning that will truly improve our games.
Following the putting lesson, I've played a few times and can report that I have been more
confident and more successful, nailing two putts on greens where I often hit three in past
seasons. Hopefully, this will continue for the season ahead! While I missed the second lesson,
Michael took time to catch me up to speed when doing the follow-up 3rd. I do know that I will
easily remember the directions/tips from Michael when I practice these skills - he gives brief,
focused instructions with both visual and auditory cues for his learners.
I feel that Michael is a great addition to the course and look forward to learning from him
throughout the season.”

Deb Carey
“Mike is a good guy and he knows his stuff. The lesson was helpful. There was a good balance
between group instruction and individual attention. All I have to do now is practice Thanks,”
Ted Wright
“I had a great experience at the lesson today, he was very well versed in his instructions and he
helped each one of us personally.”
Judy M

